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At DISAF, we are very often asked where to start learning about cryptocurrency. The amount of 
information online can be overwhelming, so we decided to sort it out for you.

To create our “Cryptocurrency Resource Guide 2.0” DISAF asked our network of industry professionals 
to name some of the most inspiring books, and online resources. 

A couple of experts contributed to this jam-packed resource guide. We hope this information helps 
people of all levels improve their knowledge on cryptos and move forward both financially and 
professionally. 

Cheers and happy trading!
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01. Books
“How money works by DK”, is a great start if you are a novice in economics. Simple to understand, it will 
show you why cryptocurrency could very much be the future of our finance.

Like every subjects, it is always a good idea to get reading. Crypto are volatile and risky, but by being 
informed, you might play it on your side.

DISAF uses Amazon Affiliate Links. You can support us by shopping on amazon, but it is no obligation and no cost to you. Amazon links are highly practical as they will redirect you to 
the amazon closest to your country.
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The Internet of Money Vol 2 Blockchain Digital Gold
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The Bitcoin Standard

02 BOOKS ON 
CRYPTO

“The future of money is digital currency.”
- Bill Gates
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https://amzn.to/2EY6GHh
https://amzn.to/2JXjIsA
https://amzn.to/2qGK49j
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Cryptoassets
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Blockchain Revolution The Age of Cryptocurrency Bitcoin and Crypto Tech

02 BOOKS ON 
CRYPTO

“With e-currency based on cryptographic 
proof, without the need to trust a third party 
middleman, money can be secure and 
transactions effortless.” 

- Satoshi Nakamoto
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https://amzn.to/2vrT0F8
https://amzn.to/2JWV6A4
https://amzn.to/2Hai1Ko
https://amzn.to/2voUXSI
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03. Videos
For those in a rush, quick videos that present the crypto world and how to get started
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03 Youtube 
Channels

DataDash

DataDash is a one-stop shop for all things related to cryptocurrencies, data analytics & 
science, and spotting global trends through cutting-edge analysis.

Crypto Bobby

Just an average guy as he calls himself but the almost daily videos can keep you up to date 
on current matters in the world of crypto

Crypto Tips

Great learning channel for beginners. 

Skillshare

Skillshare is a great platform for learning. From basic economics to cryptocurrencies; 
you will find a lot of useful classes. By clicking the link in the title or below, you will get 2 
months of unlimited access to all classes for free. (https://skl.sh/2Apdc9S)
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCatR7nWbYrkVXdxXb4cGXw/about
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt_oM56Ui0BCCgi0Yc-Wh3Q
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCavTvSwEoRABvnPtLg0e6LQ
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04. Websites 
For the latest news
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04 Websites & 
News

CoinDesk

From their website: CoinDesk is the leading digital media, events and information services 
company for the crypto asset and blockchain technology community. Its mandate is to 
inform, educate and connect the global community as the authoritative daily news provider 
dedicated to chronicling the space.

The Bitcoinist

From their website: “Founded in 2013, Bitcoinist has quickly grown to become the prime 
source for the latest information about Bitcoin, digital currency and blockchain 
technology.

CoinATMRadar

Website listing all ATMs around the world. It also has its own blog if you want to know 
more about the ATM business. Their mobile app lets you find the closest ATM near your 
location. Fees, Limits, Availabilities are all listed in the filters.

DISAF!

We are working hard towards a better adoption of cryptocurrencies. You will find updated 
information like new books, websites, tips but also a list of all places that accept 
cryptocurrencies by country with an interactive map. If you want to be on that list, email 
us!!!
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https://www.coindesk.com/
https://bitcoinist.com/
https://coinatmradar.com/
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05. Where to start?
Now that you know more about the blockchain world, you want to start investing. What are the steps?
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Get a wallet app
In order to receive, send or spend your crypto, you will need a wallet.
A hot wallet is an online wallet, a cold wallet is an offline wallet. Offline wallet are 
more secured, but you can only store your crypto on it, you will have to transfer to a 
online wallet to use them.

Your hot wallet will create a unique address for your transactions (one to spend,one 

to load) and will create QR codes for those addresses. 
To sen, receive or spend your crypto, you can copy and paste this address when 
asked, or scan the QR code. We advise to never type the address. A simple typo 

mistake and your money can disappear forever. 

Recommended Hot Wallets:

▫ BitPay (Android / IOS)

▫ MyCellium (Android / IOS)

▫ Jaxx (Android / IOS)

▫ Coinbase (Android / IOS)
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Secure your wallet
Set up a very strong password, use fingerprint recognition and 2fA 

if possible and back up your wallet (instructions are available in 

each app and can differ).

When not in use, transfer your crypto onto a cold wallet.
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Register on an 
exchange
The biggest out there are Kraken, Coinbase 

and Bitstamp. 

It is also good to check local trading 

platforms that sometimes provide more 

privacy, better rates and faster support. 

DISAF will be launching its own trading 

platform this autumn check back with us!
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You are ready to trade!
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With all the knowledge you gain in your reading and the tools provided, you are ready to start 
trading or investing.

There is a few rules to apply: 
¤ Buy Low - Sell High
This is the universal rule applied by investors and the only way to make a profit on 

investment.
¤ Only invest what you can lose
Cryptocurrency is slowly gaining over the years but go through big ups and big downs, do 

not lock money up in crypto that you will need in the close future
¤ Keep a close eye on the news
The market is very susceptible to the news. Any big news, good or bad, will influence the 

price.
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Ready to spend your Cryptos?

▫

We have an interactive map of local businesses for you!
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Last but not least
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Check your local laws for Tax declaration.

Most European country will consider the gains as 
capital gains but some country consider the gain 
as income. As only the gain in value is taxed, you 
will only owe taxes if your coins have gained in 
value since bought. 

An accountant might be needed to clarify each 
country’s law.
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06. Let’s review some of the basics
Read
Cryptocurrency is not gambling as some ppl say, it’s investing. It 
follows the economic market and the same rules as Wall Street. It is 
complicated and need full knowledge. 

Watch the new trends
There is of course Bitcoin, the grandpa of the 
cryptocurrency, but many other coins are available. 
Some have very interesting projects behind them, 
and might be a great short term profit.
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Secure your money
Use strong password, fingerprints, 24 word phrases, 2FA, paper 
backups, Hard drive backup, protect your email accounts as well.
A good antivirus of course
Veracrypt is a very good way of keeping an encrypted file on your 
desktop to safely store a backup copy.
Be careful for Phishing site, bookmark your exchange and always 
use the bookmark, use adblocks and java script blockers.

Be prudent
Your money can be locked in crypto for month before 
it gains any value. Please invest only what you can 
live without.
We know paying taxes sucks, but it’s better to get 
legal now, than to have to pay back taxes, interests 
and fines in a few years!
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Any questions or suggestions?

▫

Special thanks to all the people who made and released these awesome resources for free:
▫ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival

▫ Photographs by Unsplash

▫ Presentation made by DISAF
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